Expro Americas, LLC
Multi-Task Consulting Services Agreement

Facilities Committee
June 1, 2016
General Scope of Work

- This is a Five year agreement
- Enabling Agreement
- Cost is not to exceed $1,000,000

Scope of Work

Expro provides the wireline tools and the interpretation of the data for the following tools:

- Hi Temp Casing Caliper (the only reliable one available)
- HI Temp Pressure Temp Tool
- Pressure Temperature Tool
- Hi Temperature Camera
- Hi Temp Packers
- Pressure Temperature Spinner
Background

- Expro America has provided tools for wireline services for NCPA and Calpine for at least 25 years in the Geysers.
- Expro is the only contractor with a reliable High Temperature Casing Caliper and Hi-T Camera used both by NCPA and Calpine in the Geysers.
- They also provide Low T Cameras, low P/T tools and other wireline tool services.
- Other bidding companies:
  - Baker Hughes
  - Tiger Wireline
  - Cogco
  - Welaco
Proposal

- Staff is seeking a recommendation from the Facilities Committee for Commission approval of the Five Year Multi-Task Consulting Services Agreement between NCPA and Expro Americas, LLC in an amount not to exceed $1,000,000 for Wireline Tool supply and interpretation for use at all facilities owned and/or operated by NCPA, its Members, SCPPA, and SCPPA Members